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In 1876, George Herbert and William Cowper were jointly memorialized on a window in St. George’s 
Chapel in Westminster Abbey2.  This placement of the portraits of ‘Herbert at Bemerton, and Cowper 
at Olney’ side by side seems natural given their shared history as students at Westminster school and 
Cowper’s high regard for Herbert’s spiritual vision3.  It is true that Cowper describes Herbert’s poetic 
style as ‘gothic and uncouth’ in his spiritual autobiography, Adelphi, echoing the late Augustan view 
of Herbert’s poems as outmoded and unpolished4.  However, here and elsewhere, Cowper is adamant 
that Herbert’s poetry is therapeutic for those on the ‘Brink’ of ‘Ruin’5. 
Although Cowper shares the emotional volatility of John Donne – from whom his mother, Ann 
Donne, claimed descent – it is in the poems of Herbert that he finds a restorative agent for the 
suffering body and spirit6.  During one of Cowper’s earliest depressive episodes, he describes 
suffering ‘day and night […] upon the rack, lying down in horrors and rising in despair’, finding a 
measure of relief only in the poems of Herbert.  Immersing himself in them ‘all day long’, he finds 
‘delight’ in their ‘strain of piety’7.  Though Cowper admits that the poems do not completely cure his 
ailment, in the act of reading them, his dis/abled mind is ‘much alleviated’8. Cowper returns to 
Herbert’s poetry later in life when he finds his brother John near death and possibly damnation9.  
When John is so ill that ‘his case is clearly out of the Reach of Medicine’, Cowper again succumbs to 
a psychological panic that only Herbert can assuage.  ‘I go to Sleep in a Storm’, he laments, 
‘imagining that I hear his Cries, and wake in Terror lest he should just be departing’, only to hear in 
his dreams the soothing voice of Herbert:  ‘[I awoke] yesterday Morning with these Words, which are 
plainly an Imitation of [Herbe]rt, some of whose Poems I have been reading to my Brother: But what, 
my lovely One? And meek / Tho’ maimed, who liv’st, with Bruises dying-’10.  Herbert’s words, for 
Cowper, serve a Eucharistic function, as he consumes them to experience divine presence and 
spiritual wellbeing:  ‘I thought of them while at Dinner, and made a comfortable Meal upon them, 
while the Lord was pleased to spread my Table in the Wilderness’11.  Yet they comfort not only 
Cowper but others, like his brother, on the threshold of desolation. 
Cowper’s indebtedness to Herbert has received sporadic and brief attention over the years.  The 
Victorian critic John Nichol claimed that Cowper and Herbert ‘     breathe[d]’ the same ‘spirit’, 
despite his conclusion that Herbert had the ‘more cheerful faith’12.  More recently, Donald E. Demaray 
identifies ‘reminiscences of Herbert’ in the Olney Hymns and Vincent Newey takes note of the 
influence on Cowper’s poetry of Herbert’s poetic expression of the ‘lived experience’ of the Christian 
faith13.  However, the interpretive lens through which Cowper reads Herbert and the way in which he 
absorbs and re-constitutes Herbert’s ‘strain of piety’ in his own works has never received sustained 
critical attention.  
The dearth of criticism in this area is unsurprising given Cowper’s struggle to avoid the ‘gothic and 
uncouth’ quality of Herbert’s poems.  Cowper rarely borrows linear features or structural patterns 
from The Temple.  It is hard to find a single direct quotation of more than two words from Herbert’s 
poems in Cowper’s works, and formal similarities are the exception rather than the rule.  Yet, to use 
an expression recently invoked in John Donne studies, Herbert’s ‘voiceprint’ is clearly sounded in 
Cowper’s hymns and verse.  For example, there is something Herbertian about Cowper’s lines ‘Sin 
twines itself about my praise, / And slides into my pray’r’, even if they cannot immediately be linked 
to a single poem from The Temple14.  Raymond-Jean Frontain explains, ‘A voiceprint is a richly 
amorphous artifact.  It is not like a fingerprint, which can be isolated and its recurrence identified with 
a relatively high degree of certainty.  Nor can it, like a footprint, serve to map physical presence’; yet 
‘soundings’ of an author can have a varied, fluid, and complex ‘afterlife’ that extends beyond 
quotation and allusion15. Such is the case with traces of Herbert in Cowper – and the Herbertian 
voiceprint is clearly refracted, we propose, through Cowper’s overarching dis/abled interpretive 
framework. 
The term ‘disabled’, when applied to William Cowper and his reading practices, can be interpreted in 
several ways.  Cowper’s contemporaries often saw him as disabled in the more traditional sense in 
which ‘disability’ necessarily denotes a lack of ability16.  Cowper’s friends in particular were deeply 



concerned that his mental illness would inform and distort his interpretive framework, especially in 
response to a particular kind of text17.  In Adelphi, Cowper says he was ‘advised by a very near and 
dear relation to lay aside [Herbert’s poems], for he thought such an author was more likely to nourish 
[his] melancholy than to remove it’18.  Cowper was certainly capable of engaging in distorted reading 
practices19.  Poring over the sermons of Archbishop Tillotson, for example, Cowper is convinced he is 
cursed by God and seeks alternative readings.  He writes, ‘I [...] consulted my brother upon the true 
meaning of it – desirous, if possible, to obtain a different interpretation of the matter than my evil 
conscience would suffer me to fasten on it’20.  During a later period in his life, Cowper’s friends even 
manufactured fraudulent texts to compensate for the anguished interpretive strategies which left him 
convinced he was a ‘castaway’ ‘snatched from all effectual aid’21.  
Works on mental illness in the eighteenth century confirm the belief that madness could distort 
perception, generating ‘praeternatural and false perceptions of objects’22.  It was suspected that 
religious fervour intensified the misperceptions that accompany madness, as William Pargeter notes in 
Observations on Maniacal Disorders; he writes, ‘[t]he doctrines of the Methodists have a greater 
tendency than those of any other sect, to produce the most deplorable effects on the human 
understanding [….] the imagination [is] overpowered by the tremendous description of future 
torments’23.  It is no surprise, then, that Cowper’s relative advised him to stop reading Herbert’s 
poems, which may have been seen to promote the Calvinist doctrines of Methodism, a denomination 
Cowper embraced24.  However, Cowper was both religious and mentally healthy for long periods of 
time prior to and after becoming involved with the Methodist community, and his intersecting 
spiritual awareness and psychological sensitivity need not be seen simply as forces that distort his 
reading practices.  In fact, we argue here that both traits left him capable of reading and responding to 
texts in nuanced, heightened, and discerning ways. 
It is with this in mind that we use the term dis/abled in the recent sense of the word, which highlights 
its socially constructed nature and which interrogates the notion of ‘disability’ as ‘lack of ability’.  
Although not dismissing the reality that Cowper’s mental illness was frequently ‘disabling’ in the 
traditional sense of the word, we suggest that his mental illness can also be viewed as that which 
enables Cowper to read and appropriate Herbert’s spiritual vision with a heightened degree of 
sensitivity.  Recent advancements in modern psychology suggest that some individuals who might be 
viewed as disabled by mood swings are, in fact, especially attuned to their surroundings.  Elaine Aron 
has argued that while ‘highly sensitive people’ are often viewed as ‘neurotic’ or fanatical, they are 
also likely to display ‘great creativity, insight, passion, and caring’ and to sense and process 
‘information’ intuitively ‘in a semiconscious or unconscious way […]’25.  This certainly seems to be 
the case with Cowper’s reading of Herbert, as he processes his poems in an unconscious state (while 
asleep) during his brother’s illness and assimilates the Herbertian word creatively, producing lines of 
poetry as he returns to consciousness. 
Cowper reveals himself to be an enabled reader of Herbert’s poetic and spiritual vision on two levels.  
First, his sensitivity to features of Herbert’s voice is evidenced by the fact that Herbert’s writings 
provide him with relief during times of distress.  Second, his ability to merge Herbert’s voice with his 
own in his hymns and lyrics illustrates his responsiveness to the subtleties of Herbert’s spiritual 
vision.  Tracing the Herbertian ‘voiceprint’ in Cowper’s short lyrics and hymns allows one to 
decipher the features of Herbert’s verse that Cowper found most attractive, particularly in regard to 
their therapeutic vakue. 
Though Cowper does not explain what ‘strain of piety’ in Herbert so appeals to him, we suspect it is 
the authenticity and trajectory of Herbert’s spiritual belief. Cowper appears to be particularly drawn to 
Herbert’s expression and treatment of affliction.  Herbert does not ignore the harsh reality of spiritual 
and emotional suffering, yet he often presents affliction as that which ultimately enables the believer 
to draw closer to the divine. Daniel Doerksen has written very insightfully on ‘The Christian’s 
Response to Suffering in Herbert’s The Temple’.  Doerksen argues that in The Temple, especially in 
the five ‘Affliction’ poems, Herbert demonstrates ‘[t]hat afflictions come from God, that they unite 
the believer with Christ in a bearing of the cross, that they nevertheless involve spiritual conflicts with 
God himself, that they can be persistent and painful and yet must be accepted in a correct way, one 
that leads to spiritual renewal’26.  



Despite what Vincent Newey describes as Cowper’s life-long ‘quest for identity and psychic 
integration’ and ‘struggle for a balanced and fruitful being-in-the-world’, Cowper is more inclined 
than Herbert to remain entrenched in affliction and spiritual angst, as he feels less convinced of his 
access to divine grace27.Newey contrasts the mood of dissatisfaction at the conclusion of Cowper’s 
‘Hark, my soul! It is the Lord’ with the sense of comfort at the end of ‘The Collar’.  Where Cowper 
leaves on a note of spiritual lack and longing,  
  Lord, it is my chief complaint, 

That my love is weak and faint; 
Yet I love thee and adore, 
Oh for grace to love thee more. (lines 21-24)28 

Herbert moves toward a moment of serene intimacy with God:  
But as I rav’d and grew more fierce and wilde 

    At every word, 
Me thoughts I heard one calling, Childe: 

And I reply’d, My Lord. (lines 33-36)29 

It is, in part, this difference between Herbert’s and Cowper’s perception of and response to affliction 
and the vicissitudes of existence that renders Herbert’s poetry a source of comfort to Cowper, an 
individual who often envisioned himself as a tortured soul in conflict with an omnipotent divine30.  
The spiritual trajectory of Herbert’s poetry, one in which affliction can be owned and viewed as 
fortifying, can thus be perceived as a spiritually healing agent for Cowper, helping him to move closer 
to integration and balance.  Through the reading and ingesting of The Temple, Cowper can learn to 
say with Herbert – if but for a moment – ‘Affliction then is ours; / We are the trees, whom shaking 
fastens more’ and can ‘reach heav’n’ and God31.  Indeed, the words that Cowper says are ‘plainly [in] 
Imitation of Herbert’ during his brother’s illness convey the Herbertian theme of suffering as 
ultimately enlivening and restorative.  The afflicted may be ‘maim’d and Bruised,’ yet God 
‘maintains’ the ‘Life’ of his ‘lovely One’, whose broken bones will ‘rejoice’ in due course32.  Such is 
the vision of Herbert’s ‘Repentance’, in which we read, 

 But thou wilt sinne and grief destroy;   
 That so the broken bones may joy,   
And tune together in a well-set song, 
   Full of his praises,  
   Who dead men raises. 
 Fractures well cur’d makes us more strong. (lines 31-36)33 

Cowper thus ‘grafts’ Herbert’s spiritual sensibility onto his own ‘to prove’, as Newey puts it, ‘his own 
state of grace’34.  In The English Hymn, J.R. Watson seems to find evidence of this grafting process 
when he reads Cowper’s ‘The heart healed and chang’d by mercy’ as ‘an eighteenth-century version 
of “The Collar”, less sharp in focus and more evangelical in tone but still powerfully dramatic’35.  In 
Cowper’s final lines, 

Then my stubborn heart he broke,  
   And subdued me to his sway;   
By a simple word he spoke,  
  ‘Thy sins are done away’ (lines 21-24)36 

he hears an evangelistic re-working of ‘Me thoughts I heard one calling, Childe: / And I reply’d, My 
Lord’ (lines 35-36).37 

The possible difference between the religious dispositions of both poets is no doubt one of the reasons 
that Cowper is drawn to Herbert’s poetry; yet, it is also important to keep in mind that Herbert did not 
always voice a sense of spiritual comfort in The Temple.  Carl Philips reminds us that we should not 
ignore Herbert ‘unrepentantly railing against God […] inquiring into and challenging the fairness of 
God’s ways’, displaying ‘the irregular, unpredictable shifts of heart and mind’38.  Cowper is not only 
attracted to those poems in The Temple in which the speaker rests easy in the divine; he also responds 
to, and imitates, Herbert’s vision of the unstable and volatile human subject.  Like Herbert, Cowper 



often feels that his ‘thoughts are all a case of knives / Wounding’ his ‘heart,’ and envisions himself as 
‘A wonder tortur’d in the space / Betwixt this world and that of grace’39.  As J.R. Watson persuasively 
argues, Cowper sought to reproduce Herbert’s ‘dramatic’ representation of ‘the inner weather of the 
human soul’, whether that led him to share Herbert’s sense of assurance or his anxiety about his 
worthiness before God40.  That is, Herbert represented for Cowper both the believer capable of hearing 
and resting in God and the believer aware of the profound divide between the self and the divine.  
Thus Cowper could discover in The Temple evidence of his own human failings and limitations – 
which would reduce his sense of psycho-spiritual isolation – while also receiving instructions on how 
to attend and reply to the divine voice.  
Herbert’s poetic representation of the flawed human conversing with the Transcendent Other is, in 
fact, something that Cowper tries to mimic in his religious lyrics.  This has not always been the case 
for imitators of Herbert. In Henry Vaughan’s Silex Scintillans, which transparently and extensively 
imitates The Temple, God’s voice is rarely heard, and when it is, it is a whisper.  However, in many of 
Cowper’s hymns and short lyrics we see a pronounced imitation of Herbert’s dramatically dialogic 
encounters with the divine41.  This is particularly the case in Book III of the Olney Hymns, ‘On the 
Progress and Changes of the Spiritual Life’.  In Cowper’s hymn ‘Contentment’, for example, God’s 
voice is made manifest in the language of love. The Lord proclaims,  

‘In life my grace shall strength supply,   
 Proportion’d to thy day;  
At death thou still shalt find me nigh,   
 To wipe thy tears away’ (lines 25-28) 

to which the speaker concludes,  
Taught in my Saviour’s school of grace,  
 [I] have learnt to be content (lines 31-32)42.  

Similarly, in Cowper’s ‘A Song of Mercy and Judgment’ – composed during the Huntingdon period 
(1765-67) following his release from the St. Alban’s mental institution – he hears ‘a word of Healing / 
Sweeter than an angel’s note’ spoken ‘in love and sealed with pow’r’ from ‘the Saviour’s lips’ (lines 
43-45, 52):  
 I, He said, have seen thee grieving,  
  Loved thee as I passed thee by, 
 Be not faithless, but believing, 
  Look, and live, and never die  
 ………………………………………..  
 God, thy God, will now receive thee, 
  Faith hath saved thee, thou art whole (lines 54-58, 63-64)43.  
In response to these words of comfort, the speaker experiences new determination to ‘relate the 
wondrous story’ of his communion with the divine ‘To thy list’ning Saints around’ (lines 75-76).  
Herbert’s ‘voiceprint’ not only makes itself known in Cowper’s hymns in spiritually fertile encounters 
with the divine which sustain him during times of affliction, but also in the treatment of divine love 
and immanence, especially in sacramental moments.  Cowper’s sense of a loving and graceful God 
during Eucharist is evident in ‘Welcome to the Table’, which shares much imagery of divine / human 
relations with Herbert’s ‘Love [III]’.  As in Herbert’s poem, in ‘Welcome to the Table,’ Cowper’s 
God beckons or ‘calls’ the sinner to partake of the bread, despite the reluctance of ‘the vile, the lost’ 
to look upon His face       (line 9). Cowper writes, 

If guilt and sin afford a plea, 
  And may obtain a place; 
 Surely the Lord will welcome me,  
  And I shall see his face. (lines 17-20)44 

In these lines we hear traces of ‘Love [III]’, in which Herbert’s speaker recalls that, though ‘Guiltie of 
dust and sinne’, he was ‘welcome[d]’ by ‘quick-ey’d Love’ and instructed to ‘sit down’ and ‘taste’ the 
body of Christ (lines 1-3, 17-18)45. 



  
Cowper’s readiness to imprint Herbert’s voice on his own reflects the poet’s overarching drive to tune 
his soul to the melodic notes of the divine.  Herbert invokes the musical metaphor of tuning in The 
Temple when imagining the purgation and transformation of his spirit and verse.  In ‘Affliction [I]’, 
he writes of a breath     ‘tune[d]…to grones’ during suffering (line 28), yet imagines in ‘Deniall’, that 
God can ‘cheer and tune’ his ‘heartlesse breast’, permitting the poet to ‘chime, / And mend’ his 
‘ryme’ (lines 26, 29-30), just as he envisions in ‘Repentance’ the healed bones being ‘tune[d] together 
in a well-set song’ (lines 32-33)46.  Herbert’s desire to ‘tune’ his ‘lute’ to a divine ‘strain’ is echoed in 
the poems of Cowper, who appears to believe that in sounding the Herbertian strain, he too will utter 
and participate in the language of God and the beauty of holiness47.  In the well known hymn ‘There is 
a fountain fill’d with blood / Drawn from Emmanuel’s veins’ (Hymn 79, Book 1), Cowper turns, like 
Herbert, to musical figures of speech to imagine communicating in a sacred idiom:  

Lord, I believe thou hast prepared 
(Unworthy though I be) 
For me a blood-bought free reward, 
A golden harp for me! 
’Tis strung and tuned, for endless years, 
And formed by pow’r divine; 
To sound, in God the Father’s ears, 
No other name but thine. (lines 21-28)48 

So too, in ‘Sometimes a light surprises / The Christian while he sings’ (Hymn 48, Book 3), Cowper 
exclaims, 

Yet God the same abiding, 
   His praise shall tune my voice; 
For while in him confiding, 
   I cannot but rejoice. (lines 29-32)49 

Cowper thus casts his voice in the Herbertian mould, perceiving this as a vital step toward 
conversation and communion with God. 
Paradoxically, it is Cowper’s dis/abled reading practices that enable him – a man deeply sensitive to 
the mutability of the human condition, the wavering of the human spirit, the intensity of affliction, and 
the splendour of divine grace – to find in The Temple a voice that helps him traverse earthly obstacles 
that cut him to the quick while climbing upward toward glory.  While Cowper could not sustain such 
positive reading practices throughout his life, Herbert’s poetry offered him comfort during times of 
psycho-spiritual darkness while providing inspiration for some of the finest spiritual threads woven 
throughout Cowper’s writings.  
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